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This paper contains a discussion of a class of N-player differential games. 
The motion of the state x & (xi ,..., x,) E X, where X is a domain in n-dimen- 
sional Euclidean space E”, is determined by a given set of n ordinary differential 
equations. A play terminates when a state in given set of states 6, 0 C ax, is 
reached. 
Given N integral payoffs, one for each of the players jr ,..., JN , optimality 
is expressed by the so called Pareto condition. An optimal strategy N-tuple is 
one satisfying the Pareto condition; the “value” of the game at state x is a 
N-tuple (VI*(x),..., V,*(x)) whose k-th component Vk*(x), k = I,..., N, 
is the corresponding value of the payoff for player h at state x. 
A Pareto surface in augmented state space EN+” is defined by 
z(c) 2 {z & (x0, x) : x0 & (&,I ,..., XoN), x E x u 8, 
x,,~ + V,*(x) = C,, k = l,..., N} 
where C & (C, ,..., C,), and C, ,..., CN are arbitrary constants. This definition 
generalizes the one of a game surface [3]. Some geometric properties of Pareto 
surfaces are exhibited. Necessary conditions that optima1 strategy N-tuples 
must satisfy are deduced from these geometric properties. 
1. STATE EQUATIONS AND STRATEGIES 
We shall be interested in the dynamics of a system controlled by N players 
J 1 ,..., JN . We shall assume that the state of the system or, as we shall say, 
the state of thegume, at any instant of time is a point z in (N + n)-dimensional 
Euclidean space EN+n. Let 
z G (x0 > 4, x0 A (x01 ,... xON) E EN, x & (x1 ,... X,)E GC E”, 
where G is an open set in En. We shall be concerned with a system whose 
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dynamical behavior is governed by a vector differential equation, the state 
equation 
where ur ,... z+,, are control vectors in Euclidean spaces E’l,... E’N, respectively; 
namely, ulc = (ulcI ,... ukllc), k = l,... N. We shall suppose that 
u1 E U, L E’l,... uN E U, C ETN, 
where U, ,... UN are open sets in E’l,... ErN, respectively. We shall take 
x = t so that f (x, u1 ,... 
0; class Cl on Gnx U, x ?L=Uli and 
we shall suppose that f. and f are 
Players J1 ,... JN make their decisions through choosing control vectors 
ul ,**- UN , respectively, at each instant of time. These choices are governed by 
functions of x defined on a domain X C G, p, : X -+ E’l,.. . p, : X + E’N, 
which Jr ,... JN se ec 1 t f rom prescribed sets of functions 9r ,... YN , respec- 
tively. Like uk , p, has rk components; that is, p, = (plcl ,... pkrF), K = I,... N. 
We shall require that Yk, k = l,... N, satisfy the followmg conditions: 
(i) Whatever plc’, pi E 9’k , K = l,... N, and whatever xj E X, functions 
where 
p;: X-ETA, k = I,... N, 
P;(x) = P,‘(X) for xn < xnj, 
P;M = P;(x) for x+~ > xnj 
are strategies; that is 
PTE%, k = I,... N. 
Furthermore, we shall constrain the values of the strategies by 
(ii) (pr(x),...p,(x)) E K(x) C 73, X ... X UN for all x E X. 
K(x) is a constraint set which may depend on x. 
We shall call strategy N-tuples members p A (p, ,...pN) of 
Y 2 y; x ... x YN. 
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For given strategy N-tuple p, we shall agree to replace Eq. (1) by 
g = +, P(4)> (2) 
where 
PC4 A (P&)7-* PN(X)). 
Let 24 g (z+ ,... z+,,). If 5 : t + x = 5(t) is a solution of Eq. (2) defined on 
[ti , tj], then u is given by function of t, d, namely, 
1 : t -+ 24 = 22(t), fqt) = p@(t)), t E [ti , tj]. 
2. PLAY, TERMINATING PLAY, PLAYABLE STRATEGY N-TUPLE 
Target 0 is a given set of points in G x EN. We shall assume that 
0 & B x EN, where 0 is an (n - 1)-dimensional surface belonging to the 
boundary 3.X of X, defined by a single equation m(x) = 0; that is 
x E e a m(x) = 0, 
where function m is of class Cl and grad m(x) # 0 on a neighborhood of 6’ 
in G. We shall suppose that 0 is open in the induced topo1ogy.l 
For any given strategy N-tuple p E Y, the graph 
{(t, z) : z = 2(t), t E [ti ) tj]} 
of a solution I of Eq. (2) such that if(tj) E (X u 0) x EN will be called a 
path generated by p. We shall call a play the evolution of state x along a path. 
A terminating play is a play whose end state belongs to 0. The corresponding 
path will be called a terminating path. 
We shall say that strategy N-tuplep E Y is playable at state xi E X x EN 
if it generates a terminating play from xi. Since the right hand side of Eq. (2) 
does not contain xol ,... xoN , one can see easily that if p is playable at state 
(xgi, xi), xi E X, then p is playable at state (C, xi), no matter what the real 
N-tuple C is. Accordingly, we shall say that p is playable at xi E X if p is 
playable at (C, xi) for some C. 
1 Induced by G on the set {x : x E G, n(x) = 0). 
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3. PAYOFF, PARETO OPTIMALITY 
We shall suppose that, at the end of a terminating play given by 
qt> 4 (&J(t), W)), t E pi , &I, with 2(t,) = xi E X, generated by strategy 
N-tuple p, playable at xi, each player receives a payoff of the form 
v,(+, 6 P) & j-tffon(W> P,(W)>... h@W)) dt, 
t” 
k = l,... N. 
Furthermore, we let 
V,(xi, I?; p) = 0, vxi E 0, VPEYP, k = I,... N. 
We shall say that a strategy N-tuple p* is Pareto optimal on X if 
(i) p* is playable at point x, for all x E X; 
(ii) Vk(x, 0; p*) & T/rc*(x), k = l,... N, is defined for all x E X; 
(iii) (V&x, O;p) 3 I/;c*(x), Vk = l,... N) 
* (VJJX, 8; p) = vk*(x), Vk = l)... N). 
We shall assume that there exists a N-tuple p*, Pareto optimal on X. 
4. PARETO SURFACES 
Since Vk*(x), k = l,... N, is defined on X u 8, we can deiine a Pareto 
surfme Z(C) by 
Z(C) 2 {z : x E X u 0 and xok + V,*(x) = C, , k = I,... N} (3) 
where C, ,... C, are constant parameters and C 2 (C, ,... C,), and a set 
A/C(C), namely 
A/Z(C) 2 {Z : x E X u 8 and xok + V,*(X) > C, , k = l,... N>. (4) 
Let JJ~ & (xO1 , x),... yhi g (x,,~, x). We shall also define a surface 
&k(C), k = l,... N, by 
&.(C) g {yk : x E X u e and xsk + V,*(x) = C,} (5) 
and a set A/&(C), k = I,... N, by 
A/&(C) 4 {yk : x E X u 0 and xOle + V,*(x) > C,}. (6) 
As the values of parameters C, ,... C, are varied, Eqs. (3) and (5) define a 
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N-parameter family and N one-parameter families of surfaces, respectively, 
namely 
{ w>> and {&(C)}, k = I,... N. 
5. A FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTY OF PARETO SURFACES 
In the following, we shall denote the projection of a set S, S _C Ev+“, on 
8, 4 En x +od, k = l,... N, 
by PIGS 
Let n*(C) be a terminating path generated by p*, given by z*: 
z* : t + z*(t), t 6 [to > t,1, z*(t,) = z” E X x EN, 
z*(tf) = zf 4 (C, xf) E 0. 
Let n,*(C) be its projection on 8, , represented by yk*: 
y*h?: t ‘Yk*(t), t E [to ,$1, k = l,... N, 
and rr* its projection on X u 0, represented by x* : t--f x*(t), t E [to , tf]. 
From the definitions of n*(C) and Z(C) one deduces directly 
LEMMA 1. 
n*(c) c .2(C). 
6. CONTINGENT OF A SET 
We shall say that a vector 7 is tangent o a set S, S C Em, at a point s E S, if 
the following condition is fulfilled: 
There exists an infinite sequence of vectors 
bl” : v = 1, 2,... andT”+TasV--, a) 
and an infinite sequence of strictly positive numbers 
such that 
W : v = 1, 2,... andEY+OasY--f co} 
s + E?)V E s, v = 1, 2,... . 
The contingent V(S, s) of S at point s is defined by 
%(S, s) & {s + 7 : 77 is tangent to S at point s}. 
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Properties of the contingent of S at a point s E &S will be called local 
properties of 3s. 
7. SOME LOCAL PROPERTIES OF A PARETO SURFACE 
Let 
y -D- ((51 ,a-* 5N) : 5,c A (&ok , 0, 4ok E R k = I,... N, 5‘ E EnI 
and let P be the onto and one-one mapping EN+” + Y, that associates with 
each element 7 A (&r ,... (ON , 5) E EN+” the N-tuple 
WI) G ((501 > o**- GN 7 8). 
Note that P(T) = (PI(y),... P,(q)). We shall denote by P-l the inverse of P; 
that is, 
A.l. From now on we shall assume that p* agrees on d n X, where d 
is a neighborhood of QT* in G, with a function-say PA-of class Cl on A, and 
that V* does not reach 19 tangentially. 
Then one can prove easily that Vk*, k = l,... N, is of class Cl on A n X. 
Some local properties of a Pareto surface Z(C) are contained in 
LEMMA 2. i’f x + 7 E%(A/Z(C), z), z = z*(t), t E [to, tf), then 
Yk + tk E V(A/zk,(C), Yk), Yk = Yk*@), ik ii pk(?7)> k = I,... N. 
If z + 77 E%?(A/Z(C), z), th ere exists an infinite sequence of vectors 
{TV : v = 1, 2,... andvY-+vasv+ CO} 
and an infinite sequence of strictly positive numbers 
G” : v = 1, 2,... andfY+Oas~+~} 
such that 
yk + EY~kY E A/xk(C), Vk = l,... N and vv = 1, 2,..., 
where 
Yk = ‘k(d and Sk” = pk(T”), 
lkv ---f ck = P,(T) as 7” ---f 7 and, accordingly, 
Yk + 5k E ~W&dC)r Yk), k = l,... N, 
which concludes the proof of Lemma 2. 
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LEMMA 3. If Yk + ii E g(A/&‘,(C), Yk), Ylc = Yk*(t)> t E [to Y tr), 
h = l,... IV, and (5, ,... &) E Y, then x + 7 EV(A/LqC), x), z = x”(t), 
where 77 = P-l([, ,... &,,). 
Let 
@k(Yk) 2 XOk + vk*(xh h = l,... N, XEXUO, 
avk*(4 
gyad@k(Yk) L2 (I, ax, )... 
avk*(4 
ax, ) 
is defined on some neighborhood of yk*(t), t E [to, tf), in 6, , k = l,... N. 
Hence the tangent plane T(&(C), yk) of &(C) at point yk = yk*(t), 
K = I,... IV, is defined; that is, yk*(t), t E [to, tf), is a regular interior2 point 
of &(C) and 
T(UC), YJ I grad @k(~k) 
One can easily verify that 
h = I,... N. 
(i) V@/&(C), y,), ys = yk*(t), t E [to, tp), is one of the closed half 
spaces determined by T(&(C), y&, k = I,... N, and 
(ii) if ok + 5~ E @(AI&(C), rd, yk = rk*(t), t E [to , tf), then there 
exists a positive number CQ such that 
E E (0, a3 +- Yk + 4, E AI~k’,(C), h = l,... N; 
and 
(iii) if yR + ck E @(A/&(C), yk), yk = yk*(t), t E [to , tf), then there 
exists an open ball B,(y, + &) in 8, which belongs to @(A/&(C), y,) and 
which has the property that for every point yk + &’ in B,(y, + &J there 
exists a positive number 01~ (independent of [,‘) such that for all E E (0, 01~) 
point yk + &’ belongs to A/J&(C). Now let 
Yk + tk E g(A/zkk(C), Yk), Yk = Yk*(& t E [to , t,), h = I,... N, 
and suppose that (5, ,... &) E Y. From property (i) above, it follows that, for 
every K = l,... IV, there exists an infinite sequence of vectors 
such that 
itkv :v= 1,2,...and<kv--+5kasv+co) 
yk + tk* E @(A/zk(C), Yk), and (51Y,... Lvy) E Y,3 v = 1, 2,...; 
s It is an interior point of &(C) since x*(t) E X, and X is a domain. 
3 For instance, for 5& = (for , 5), k = l,..., N, let la’ = (S& , I) with fg > [or , 
k = I,..., N. 
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and from property (ii) above, it follows that, for every R = 1, 2,... N, and for 
every v = I, 2,..., there exists a strictly positive number akY such that 
01” n min 
- k=l,...h’ 
olkV, ” = 1, 2,..., 
Accordingly, there exists an infinite sequence of strictly positive numbers 
such that 
{E” : E” E (0, a”), v = 1, 2 ,... and E” -+ 0 as v -+ co> 
Yk + EVtk” E A/zk(Ch Vk = l,... N 
and since ([rY ,... cNV) E Y, and (cl ,... c,) E Y, there exists an infinite sequence 
of vectors 
177” : v = 1, 2,... andqY-+vasv-+ a} 
such that x + ~“7” E A/Z(C), z = x*(t); indeed 
7” = P--1&,... <NV) and 7 = p-y51 ,*-* S,). 
It follows that z + 7 E%(A/Z(C), z), x = x*(t), which concludes the 
proof of Lemma 3. 
From Lemmas 2 and 3, and from the convexity of 
yk = yk*($ 
according to property (i) above, one deduces directly 
LEMMA 4. The contingent of A/Z(C) at point z = z*(t), t E [t, , tr), is 
convex. 
From Lemmas 2 and 3, and from property (iii) above, one can also deduce 
easily 
LEMMA 5. At point z = z*(t), t E [to, tf), @‘(A/X(C), z) # 4; and if 
B(z + 7) is an open baZl With center z + 7 which belongs to @(A/Z(C), z), then 
3a > 0, VE E (0, a), vz + 7’ E B(” + q), x + ET/’ E A/Z(C). 
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8. SEPARABILITY OF CONTINGENTS 
We shall say that an (m - l)-dimensional hyperplane 2(s, m - 1) con- 
taining a point s E S, S C Em, is a separating plane of S, if every point of S 
lies in one of the closed half spaces, D(S, s, m - I), determined by 
2(s, m - 1). 
LEMMA 6. If 2(x, N + n - 1) is a separating plane of 
Qw-qC), 4, 27 = x*(t), t E [to > tA, 
and ;f 
Yk + 5k E VZk,(C), Yk), Yk = Yk*tt), k = l,... N, (51 ,--- 5N) E y, 
then 
where 
One can readily verify that $?(&(C), yk), ylc = yle*(t), t E [to, tf), is the 
tangent plane T(zk(c), yk) of .&(C) at point yk = yk*(t). Hence 
Yk - <k E u(zk,(c), Yk), k = I,... N. 
Since g(zk‘,(C), yk) C%~/&,(C),YJ, k = I,... N y,t i- 5k and yk - 5k 
belong to V(A/Zk(C), y,,) at point yk = yk*(t), k = I,... N, and it follows 
from Lemma 3 that x + r] and x - r) belong to 5&4/Z(C), z) at point 
x = x*(t). At last, since %+4/Z(C), ) x , x = x*(t), is a subset of one of the 
closed half spaces determined by 2(x, N + n - l), z + 7 and x - r] both 
belong to 2(z, N + n - I), which concludes the proof of Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 7. If 2(x, N + n - 1) is a separating plane of W(A/Z(C), x), 
x = x”(t), t E [t O, tt), then for any vector n which is normal4 to 
2(z, N + n - l), such that z + n E D(%(A/Z(C), z), z, N + n - l), at 
point z = x*(t), we have 
n = a, grad @Jz) + *a* + aN grad ON(z), 
where a, ,... a, are non negative constants, and 
grad @J&z) h (0 )... 0, 1, 0 ,... 0, v avk*(x) ,... ax 
n 
) E IP+n, 
where 1 is the k-th component of grad a,(z), and k = l,... N. 
4 Including the null vector as a special case. 
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Consider the n linearly independent vectors 
where the components 
are such that 
r,k 7 .k = I,... N, v = l,... n, 
p&*(t) + 7”) l W44C), Y7c*w>> 
t E [to > b>, k = I,... N, v = l,... n. 
From Lemma 6 it follows that, if Z@*(t), iV + n - 1) is a separating 
plane of %(/l/Z(C), x*(t)), then 
Let 
x*(t) + 7)” E z(Z*(t), N + 12 - l), v = l,... n. (7) 
N 5 a, grad QI(x) + *a* + uN grad Q&Y) 
=( a, ,... 
aN, al av1*64 I ... + aN avN*(x) al av1*64 
3x1 ax, ‘... 
~ (8) ax, 
+ . . . + aN “vL*‘x’) , 
n 
where a, ,... a, are arbitrary constants. 
One can readily verify that N * 7” = 0, v = l,... n. On the other hand it 
follows from (7) that every vector n which is normal to a separating plane of 
%(/l/Z(C), x*(t)) also satisfies n .~7” = 0, v = l,... 1z. Let 
N 2 {n : n I z(x*(t), N + n - l), %(x*(t), N + n - 1). 
Separating plane of %?(A/,Z(C), x*(t))} 
Since +,... qn are linearly independent vectors, and since P is a N-dimen- 
sional plane in EN+n, we have N c P. Accordingly we shall let n = N. 
Now, let us prove that if z + n E D(%‘(A/Z(C), z), a, N + n - 1) at 
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z = z*(t), then a, ,... aN are nonnegative constants. Let z* = (x,*1 ,... x& , x*) 
and consider the set Q(x*(t)), t E [to, tf), namely, 
Q(z*(t)) A {z : X()k > Xo*k(t), k = l)... N, x = x*(t)}. 
One can see easily that 
%?(L?(x*(t)), z*(t)) = i&x*(t)) = {.z : xok > $fk(t), k = l,... IV, x = x*(t)} 
and since Q(z*(t)) C A/Z(C), we have 
or equivalently 
WQ(~“(Q>, z”(t)) c qA/qc), z*(o), 
Q(z*(t>> c Wv-qC), z*(o). 
Now, if Z&z*(t), N + n - 1) is a separating plane of %(A/Z(C), x*(t)), it 
is a separating plane of &x*(t)) and, furthermore, 
wwvqc)> x*(O), x*(t), N + n - 1) = D(Q(z*(t)), Z*(t), N + n - 1). 
Let 
i, 4 (0 ,... 0, 1,O ,... 0) E EN+” (9) 
where 1 is the k-th component of i,; that is, the component on the xsk-axis, 
and k = 1 ,... N. Since z*(t) + ik belongs to 0(,*(t)), it also belongs to 
D(n(x*(t)), x*(t), N + n - 1) and hence it belongs to 
~(~(~I~(C), x*(t)), Z*(t), N + n - 1). 
Accordingly, if 
Z*(t) + n E WV/z(C), x*(t)>, z*(t), N + n - l), 
we haves ik * n >, 0, k = l,... N; and from (9) and (8) with n = N, we have 
. 
I~C l n = ak , k = l,... N, which concludes the proof of Lemma 7. 
9. VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS AND THEIR ADJOINTS 
We shall associate with Eq. (2) the variutionaZ equations 
’ Since n .l %(2*(t), N + n - 1). 
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where partial derivatives are evaluated for 
z = z*(t) and *Ix = &c*(z*(t)), K = l,... N, t E C&l , tr). 
Let v & (& , 0, to g (Es, ,.. . [sON), 4 g ([r , . . . &J. For given initial condi- 
tion 7’ at t’ E [to , tf), there exists a unique solution 3 : t + 77 = q(t) of Eqs. 
(IO)-(1 1) defined and continuous on [t’, tf],6 such that fj(t’) = 7’. Further- 
more, q(t) is nonzero for all t E [t’, tf] provided 7’ is nonzero. This solution 
defines a nonsingular linear transformation A(t’, t) such that q(t) = A(t’, t) v’, 
t E [t’, tr]. For t = t”, we write +j(t”) = r)“, so that 7” = A(t’, t”) T’, 
t, < t’ < tN < tf . Since transformation A(t’, t”) is nonsingular, an inverse 
transformation A-l(t’, t”) is defined such that 
r/’ = A-l(t’, t”) Tj”, t, < t’ < t” < tf . 
We shall put A-l(t’, t”) = A(t”, t’), so that (12) reads 
(12) 
7)’ = A@“, t’) ?f’, t, < t’ < t” < t, . (13) 
The equations adjoint to variational equations (IO)-( 11) are 
d4,rc o 
7=, k = I,... N, (14) 
(15) 
v = I,... n. 
Let $ ii (h,, 4, 4 A (& ,-.. b,), X A (4 ,... AJ. For given initial condition 
$’ at t’ E [t,, tt), there exists a unique solution $ : t + $ = J(t) of Eqs. (14)- 
(15) defined and continuous on [t’, tf], such that z&t’) = $‘. Furthermore, 
q(t) is nonzero for all t E [t’, $1 provided yb’ is nonzero. As a consequence of 
(10 j(11) and (14~(15), we have 
g(t) .7j(t) = constant Vt E [to , tf] 
and, from (14), we have 
&c(t) = constant vt E [to , q. (16) 
g Because of the assumption A.1 of paragraph 7 concerning p*. 
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10. TRANSFORMATION OF A CONTINGENT 
LEMMA 8. 
z*(t’) + 7)’ E V(A/Z(C), x*(t’)) 3 Z*(f) + 7)” E qA/z(C), z*(q), 
?j” = A(t’, t”) 7j’, t’ E P, > Gl, t” E [to ) tf). 
Let 
x*(t’) + 7)’ E 5qA/Z(C), x*(t’)). 
Then there exist 7” and 6” (E” > 0), Y = 1, 2,... such that 
z*(t’) + E$” E A/Z(C) for v = 1, 2,... 
and qv + q’ and E” + 0 as v -+ co. From the definition of a Pareto surface, 
it follows that there exists a Pareto surface Z(C”) through z*(t’) + c”q” and 
that Z(C”) C A/Z(C). 
From the assumptions A.1 of Section 7 concerning p* and rr*, and from the 
fact that z*(f) is an interior point of Z(C), it follows that, for E” sufficiently 
small, there exists a path n*(C”) g enerated by p*, given by function xv, 
such that z”(t’) = x*(t’) + ~“7”. Then 
z”(f) = z”(f) + c”A(t’, t”) 7)” + O(E”). 
It follows from Lemma 1 that 17*(C”) C Z(C”). Hence 
z*(t”) + E” (A(t’, t”) 7)” + *) E A/Z(C) 
and since 
O(E”> A(t’, t”) 7” + EY-+ q” = A(t’, t”) 7’ as V-+cO 
we conclude that 
z*(f) + q E V(A/iyC), x*(q). 
Lemma 8 has 
COROLLARY 1. 
~tNw), z*tt,)) c 4, tf) %wqc), z*(t)), t E PO , 9, 
where 
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Indeed, from Lemma 8 we have 
and hence Corollary 1 is established. 
LEMMA 9. 
A(& ty> q-qqa z*(t)), 
is independent of t. 
Let t” # t’, t’, t” E [to , tf). From Lemma 8 we deduce 
V(A/Z(C)) z”(P)) = A(t’, t”) GF?(A/qC), z*(t’)) 
or equivalently 
U(A/Z(C), zX(t’)) = A@“, t’) vqA/.z(C), z”(f)). 
Accordingly we have 
A@‘, tf) qqqq, z*(f)> 
= /qt’, tf) A(t”, t’) u(A/qc), z*(t”)) 
= A(t”, tf) %+4/Z(C), z*(P)) 
which concludes the proof. 
Now, in view of Lemma 9, we can define the cone r(A/Z(C), z*(&)), 
namely, 
where t, t E [t,, , tf), is arbitrary. 
LEMMA 10. P&El/Z(C), zs*($)) is convex. 
This lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 4 together with the fact that 
transformation A(t, tf) is linear and nonsingular. 
11. SEPARABILITY OF LOCAL CONES 
A.2. From now on we shall assume that for all x en* and for all U, 
u b (uI ,... z+) E K(z), where K(z) & K(X), there exist strategies 
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q(x, 24, -) E 91 ,... o&(x, 24, *) E 9&’ which are of class Cl on some neigh- 
borhood of x in G, and which satisfy the conditions 
cil(X, 24, x) = 241 )... oLN(X, u, x) = UN . 
We shall denote by CX(Z, u, .) this strategy N-tuple; namely 
a(z, 24, .) A (ol,(x, u, .), -.* LYN(X, u, *)) E 9. 
We shall be concerned with the vectors of the set 
R(t) p {v : v & A(T, t)F(z*(T-), u), u E I+*(T)), T E [t, , t)), tE[kl,Gl; 
that is, we shall consider the set L(t) of linear conbinations, having nonnega- 
tive coefficients, of a finite number of vectors vr , r E N, or E R(t), and we 
shall define the cone *(z*(t)), namely 
.X(Z*(t>) 4 {z*(t) + p : P E-w, t E [to ,$1. 
Let us also define the cone Y@*(t)), namely 
qz*w> A {z*(t) + yqz*(t>, 4 : y >, 0, u E w*(t))>, t E [to 9 G). 
LEMMA 11. .X(x*(t)), t E [to, $1, is convex. 
For t = to, we have R(t) = o and hence L(t) = ,@ and X(x*(t)) = ,D ; so, 
X(z*(t)) is convex. For t # t, the convexity of X(x*(t)) follows from its 
definition together with the convexity of L(t). 
LEMMA 12. 
where 
at, b) uz*w c q~*(tf)>> t E [cl , 6)s 
4,tJ +%*(a A. +*(tf> + 4 : q = A(t, 5) 17, z*(t) + 7 E r(z*(t>)>. 
This lemma is a direct consequence of the definitions of X(x*(t)) and 
?+T~*(t>)* 
LEMMA 13. 5f(z*(t)) n @(A/Z(C), z*(t)) = 0, t E (to, tf). 
Let us select certain instants of time or , ~a ,... 7S , which satisfy the inequal- 
ity to < 9-r < 7s < .** < rS < t < tf . Let us further select arbitrary non- 
’ This amounts to replacing the earlier notation pa for a strategy by the new one 
m(e), k = 1, 2 ,..., N. 
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negative numbers /3, , /3a ,... j$ , and arbitrary (not necessarily distinct) points 
22, uz,... us of K(z*(~i)), K(z*(~a)),... X(X*(7,)), respectively. Let 
where o, g A(T~ , ~)F(x*(T,), ur), r = 1,2 ,... S, and let & = 0, and 
I(Tr) A ix : 71. + (PO + ... + A--l) E d xn -=c TTY + (PO + -*- + A) 4 
Y = 1, 2,... s, E > 0. Then consider strategy N-tuple 
such that 
a n (a, ,... UN) E Y 
and 
U(Z) = 01(2*(TJ, UT, z) for all z E l(TT) 
44 = P *w for all z 6 u I(T,.). 
%l,...S 
From assumption A.2 above and from the fact that z*(t) is an interior 
point of Z(C), it follows that, for E sufficiently small, there exists a path 
n(C’) generated by a, given by 
f : t-+2(t), t fz [to > t+ (A + . . . + A) 4 
such that I(&,) = a0 & z*(t,). Then 
qt + (A + ... + A) 4 = z*(t) + q + 44. 
From the definitions of p and of X(,x*(t)), we have x*(t) + v E X@*(t)). 
Now, if z*(t) + v E @(A/Z(C), z*(t)), it follows from Lemma 5 that, for E 
sufficiently small, we have 
x*(t) + E (v + $) E A/C(C). 
Accordingly there exists a Pareto surface Z(C”) through z*(t) + EP + O(E), 
and Z(C”) C A/Z(C). It follows that there exists a terminating path n*(C”) 
generated by p* from state x*(t) + ET + O(E), and from Lemma 1 we have 
D*(C”) C Z(C”). Furthermore, from condition (i) of paragraph 1, 
II u n*(C”) is a terminating path emanating from 9, and since 
n*(C”) C A/Z(C), its terminating point belongs to 0 n (A/Z(C)). In other 
words, for each player Jk , k = l,... N, the cost associated with 
17(C’) u n*(C”) is greater than Vk*(xO) which contradicts the fact that p* 
is Pareto optimal on X. 
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It follows that x*(t) + v $ @(A/Z(C), z*(t)), and since 7.t , ~a ,... 7s in 
the half-open interval [to, t), ~2, G,... U$ in the sets 
respectively, and the nonnegative numbers /3, , & ,... /Is, are arbitrary, we 
can conclude that 
and hence Lemma 13 is established. 
LEMMA 14. 
Let 
.x(z*(tf)) n f(-qC(C), z*(q) = !a. 
z*(G) + (pf E wz*w)- 
From the definition of X(z*(t?)), it follows that there exists a finite set 
(71 3 72 ,*-. T,}, where to < 71 < 72 < ... < Ts < tf , a set {d, 24” ,... us}, where 
U1 E K(~*(T,)), U2 E K(~*(T~)),... us E K(z*(T,)), and nonnegative numbers 
fir, b2 ,... &, such that 
pf = c /%A(T, , tf)F(Z*(T~), U )* 7=1 
Consider an arbitrary time t, t E (7,) tr), and let 
Then 
and z*(t) + v E ,X@*(t)>. (18) 
Let us suppose that 
2*(&l +vf E f(W:(C), z*(tf)) 
or, equivalently, in view of the definition of r(A/Z(C), z*(tf)) 
0 
Since A(t, tf) is linear and nonsingular, we have 
f- 
A(t, tf) V(A/Z(C), z*(t)) = A(t, tf) @4/Z(C), z*(t)). 
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Hence 
x*(t) + ? E @(W(C), z*(t)). (19) 
Since (18) and (19) contradict Lemma 13, Lemma 14 is established. 
From Lemmas 10, 11 and 14, we deduce 
COROLLARY 2. X(z*(tf)) and r(A/Z(C), z*(tf) are separated in ZP+“. 
That is, there exists an (N + n - 1)-dimensional hyperplane through 
z*(tf) such that X(z*(t,)) is entirely contained in one (closed) half-space 
defined by this hyperplane, and r(A/Z(C), z*(t,)) is entirely contained in 
the other. In the following we shall consider such an hyperplane which we 
shall denote by Z(z*(t,), N + n - l), and we shall say that ,X(z*(t/)) and 
I’(A/Z(C), z*(tf)) are separated by Z(z*(t,), N + n - 1). 
From Corollary 1, Lemma 12, Corollary 2 and the definitions of 
r(A/Z(C), z*(tf)) and X(x*(tf), N + n - I), we have 
COROLLARY 3. U(A/Z(C), z*($)) and A(t, tf) V@*(t)), t E [to , t,) are 
separated by X(x*(t,), N + n - 1). 
Let 
Z@*(t), N + n - 1) & A(tf , t) Z(z*(t,), N + n - I), t E [to , b). 
From Corollary 2, Lemma 12 and the definitions of r(A/Z(C), z*(tp)) and 
%(x*(t), N + n - l), one readily deduces 
LEMMA 15. F-(x*(t)) and V(A/Z(C), z*(t)), t E [to, tr), are separated by 
z(.z*(t), N + n - 1). 
Now let y* be a nonzero vector tangent ton*(C) at point x*(t), t E [to, tf). 
Let tk* be its projection on G, , K = l,... N. Since c8* is tangent to n;,*(C) 
at point yk*(t), and n,*(C) C ,X&(C), k = l,... iV, we haves 
r?x*w + 5?s* EVZ;c(C), Yk*(t)), k = l,... N. 
Then, by invoking Lemmas 6 and 15, we obtain 
LEMMA 16. If T* is a nomero vector tangent to II*(C) at point x*(t), 
t E [to , tf), then 
z*(t) + r]* E X@*(t), N + n - 1) n %+4/Z(C), z*(t)). 
* Of course, (lx*,..., &*) E Y. 
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Likewise, let 7f be a nonzero vector tangent to 0 n Z(C) at point a*($). 
Then, it follows from its definition that it is tangent to Z(C) at point x*(tf), 




0 n Z(C) may be deduced from 6’ by translation parallel to 
c,w,+...+c,w,, where wk is the unit vector parallel to the Xsk-axis, 
K = I,... N; then it follows from the definition of 8 that - 4 is tangent to 
0 n Z(C) and, accordingly, 
x*(tf) - g E qA/qc), z*(tf)). (21) 
Now, from Corollary 3, YX(z*($), N + n - 1) is a separating plane of 
+WJI4C), z*(b)>. A ccordingly, as a direct consequence of (20) and (21), we 
have 
LEMMA 17. If 7f is a nonzero vector tangent to 0 n Z(C) at point z*(tf), 
then 
z*(tf) + 7f E z(z*(tf), N + n - 1). 
Remark. Note that d has a null projection on the x0,-axis, k = l,... N. 
Hence qf = [f, where {f is a nonzero vector tangent to 6’ at point x*(t,). 
12. A MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 
From Lemma 7, Corollaries 2 and 3, and Lemmas 15-17, one can deduce 
easily 
THEOREM 1. If 17*(C) is a path generated by Pareto optimal strategy 
N-tuple p*, represented by z* : t-+x*(t), t E [to, tf], and ;f assumptions 
A. 1 and A.2 are sati@ed (for the problem stated ebove), then there exists a non- 
zero continuous solution 
J = (&I ,... x,, ) x, )... &J : t--f J(t), tE[t,,tfll, 
0 See appendix. 
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of adjoint equations (14)-( 15) such thaf 
(4 LLL~~;r,,&(“) *+*(a n) 
= d(f) . qx*(t), P*w(t))), 
(b) B(i) . F@*(t), p*@*(t))) == 0, for (111 t E [t, ) ff) 
(c) J2l(t),... &Jt) are nonnegative constants 
(d) (A,(+),... A,(+)) is normal to U. 
By using assumption A.2 one can prove easily that conditions (a), (b), and 
(c) of Theorem 1 hold on [to , tf] by continuity. 
APPENDIX 
Let z*(tf) + 7 E%?(Z(C), .z*(tr)); then there exist 
7/Y & (7-h >... 7;‘w , rll”,... 7,“) 
and a strictly positive number E”, VE N, such that q”--+y and E”-+O as 
v+co, and 
Let 
Z*(b) + E”77” E Z:(C), v = 1, 2,... 
then 
x” iA (7;;1 + EY,... ?II;N + E”, 7; ,... 7,“); 
z*(q) + E”X” fs A/Z(C), v = 1, 2,..., 
and since xv --f 7 as v --+ 00, we can conclude that 
Hence 
z*(G) + 7 E VfIqc), z”(G)>. 
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